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ABSTRACT
Water utilities must assess risks and make decisions on safety measures in order to obtain a
safe and sustainable drinking water supply. The World Health Organization emphasises
preparation of Water Safety Plans, in which risk ranking by means of risk matrices with
discretised probability and consequence scales is commonly used. Risk ranking enables
prioritisation of risks but there is currently no common and structured way of performing
uncertainty analysis and using risk ranking for evaluating and comparing water safety
measures. To enable a proper prioritisation of safety measures and an efficient use of
available resources for risk reduction, two alternative models linking risk ranking and multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA) are presented and evaluated. The two models specifically
enable uncertainty modelling in MCDA and they differ in terms of how uncertainties in risk
levels are considered. The need of formal handling of risk and uncertainty in MCDA is
emphasised in the literature and the suggested models provide innovations that are not
dependent on the application domain. In the case study application presented here, possible
safety measures are evaluated based on the benefit of estimated risk reduction, the cost of
implementation and the probability of not achieving an acceptable risk level. Additional
criteria such as environmental impact and consumer trust may also be included when applying
the models. The case study shows how safety measures can be ranked based on preference
scores or cost-effectiveness and how measures not reducing the risk enough can be identified
and disqualified. Furthermore, the probability of each safety measure being ranked highest
can be calculated. The two models provide a stepwise procedure for prioritising safety
measures and enable a formalised handling of uncertainties in input data and results.
Keywords: multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA), uncertainty analysis, risk ranking,
drinking water, risk reduction, water safety plan.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The overall goal within the drinking water sector is to provide the customers with an
uninterrupted supply of water with high aesthetic quality and with a minimal risk to human
health. However, because of potential hazards in the raw water sources, the treatment plants
and the distribution systems, water supply systems and consumers are exposed to a wide
range of risks. In addition, climate changes, societal development and emergence of new
contaminants constantly provide new risks. As a result, water utilities continuously have to
assess risks and prioritise water safety measures in order to obtain a safe and sustainable
supply system.
Efficient risk management requires not only a proper identification and estimation of risks but
also a thorough evaluation and comparison of safety measures, i.e. risk-reduction measures.
Given the limited economic resources of every organisation, proper prioritisations of safety
measures are necessary. Furthermore, in order to identify the best option it is necessary to
consider several aspects, including uncertainties of estimates. The World Health Organization
(WHO, 2011) emphasises the need of Water Safety Plans (WSPs) in which risks to the entire
drinking water system, from source to tap, should be analysed and evaluated. There are
currently few methods available for analysing risks to entire drinking water systems (Lindhe
et al., 2009) and when performed, risk ranking methods with risk matrices are commonly
used. With risk ranking we here refer to methods where undesired events are assessed based
on discretised scales for the probability of occurrence and the negative consequences, and
where the resulting risk is presented using one or several risk matrices. Risk ranking is
suggested by, for example, Bartram et al. (2009) and Davison et al. (2005) as part of WSPs.
By using risk ranking it is possible to identify the most severe risks but there is currently no
common and structured way of using risk ranking to evaluate and compare water safety
measures. Furthermore, risk ranking typically does not enable proper uncertainty analysis.
Hence, there is a need of combining risk ranking and decision analysis and enabling
structured uncertainty analysis.
Decision analysis of safety measures will always be associated with uncertainties related to,
for example, initial risk levels, risk reduction and the cost of implementing measures. A
primary objective of this work was therefore to include formal evaluation of uncertainties in
decision analysis. Two decision models were developed with alternative approaches for
uncertainty assessments to enable a further use of risk ranking to evaluate and compare
possible safety measures. An approach based on multi-criteria analysis is used in the two
models and as far as we know, no such model for application by water utilities has yet been
described in the literature. The two models are presented, applied and evaluated to show
advantages and limitations.
Water safety measures typically have several effects including, for example, a reduced health
risk and a reduced number of supply interruptions. A decision analysis thus needs to consider
several aspects to treat the decision problem in a proper manner and to provide useful results.
Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) is a generic term including different techniques for
evaluating and comparing the performance of alternative options based on a set of criteria
(Communities and Local Government, 2009; Keeney and Raiffa, 1993; Roy, 2005). The key
criteria used in the application presented in this paper were risk reduction and cost, but
additional criteria can be added according to the preferences of the decision-makers.
The need of the developed models was identified based on problems related to the drinking
water sector. However, the models provide approaches and techniques generally applicable
within the field of MCDA. The primary aims of this paper were: (1) to present two MCDA
models based on risk ranking with alternative approaches for uncertainty analysis that can be
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practically applied by water utilities; (2) to evaluate the alternative models with respect to
their theoretical and practical functionality; and (3) to exemplify model applications in a case
study in Bergen, Norway.
2. MCDA IN DRINKING WATER APPLICATIONS
There is a large number of MCDA applications related to drinking water systems (e.g.
Bouchard et al., 2010; Joerin et al., 2009). Hajkowicz and Collins (2007) conclude, in their
review paper on MCDA for water resource management, that MCDA is used for water policy
evaluation, strategic planning and infrastructure selection. They further identified challenges
for water resource MCDA research. Two of the main conclusions were that there is a need for
improved handling of risk and uncertainty in MCDA models, and a need of means for
incorporating risk preferences of decision-makers.
Furthermore, Stewart (2005) emphasises that risk and uncertainty typically are critical issues
in strategic planning problems and there is a need of more formal handling of these issues in
MCDA. Thus, it can be concluded that there is a general need of additional techniques for
handling and modelling uncertainties in MCDA. Hyde et al. (2004) show how uncertainties in
most input data can be described using probability distributions and how the results can be
calculated using Monte Carlo simulations. We have used a similar, but simplified, approach to
uncertainty modelling.
To be able to evaluate water safety measures in a proper manner, the following aspects were
identified as important to consider when developing the models presented here:
- An undesired event may cause different consequences (e.g. related to water quality or
supply interruptions) and thus also different risks.
- A safety measure may affect several undesired events and for each event different risk
types.
- A safety measure is intended to reduce risks but can also increase other risks.
- All risk types do not have to be considered equally important.
- When evaluating safety measure the cost of implementing them is an important aspect.
- In addition to risk reduction and cost, other criteria such as environmental effects
should be possible to consider in a decision analysis.
- To fully understand a decision problem it is important to consider uncertainties.
3. METHODS
3.1 Risk ranking
The main steps to be performed when ranking risks and presenting the results using risk
matrices are: (i) identify undesired events; (ii) define discretised probability and consequence
scales, i.e. the axes in the risk matrix; (iii) define risk tolerability criteria, i.e. what risks
(combinations of probability and consequence) are acceptable and what risks are
unacceptable; (iv) assess the probability and the consequence of each event; and (v) plot the
risks in the matrix and evaluate them based on their position. The probability and
consequence scales are typically divided into four or five classes and can, for example, be
referred to as low, medium, high and very high. The classes can also be assigned numerical
values to enable calculations of risk priority numbers/risk scores (e.g. Figure 4 in Section 4.2).
The latter type of risk ranking is often termed semi-quantitative but here all risk ranking is
referred to as qualitative. Risk priority numbers are used in the models presented here, see
3

Section 3.3. For further descriptions of risk ranking and risk matrices, see e.g. Bartram et al.
(2009) and AS/NZS (2004).
Risk ranking using risk matrices is easy to apply and provides results that are easily
communicated. However, the method also has limitations, see e.g. Burgman (2005) and Cox
(2008). A major limitation is the inability to consider interactions of different events in a
structured way. Other, quantitative and more complex, risk models based on logic tree
approaches have been developed to overcome this weakness, see e.g. Lindhe et al. (2009;
2011) and Rosen et al. (2010). Risk ranking cannot replace more detailed quantitative risk
assessment methods but it is commonly applied and useful results can be obtained if existing
limitations are considered.
3.2 Safety measures, events and risks
The two MCDA models presented here were developed to evaluate safety measures aimed at
reducing unacceptable risks. These measures are also referred to as risk-reduction measures.
A measure may affect the probability and/or the consequence of one or several undesired
events. Furthermore, the combination of the probability and the consequence of an event
represents the risk caused by the event. An event may cause different types of consequences
and thus also different risk types, such as water quality risks and risks related to supply
interruptions. Hence, a safety measure may affect one or several events and for each event one
or several risks may be affected. An undesired event can also be referred to as a hazardous
event or just hazard. Here the term event is used.
3.3 MCDA models
The two MCDA models share the same basic approach and a key part is the estimation of the
benefit that alternative risk-reduction measures may provide in terms of reduced risk levels.
The risk reduction is estimated by analysing how each safety measure changes the probability
and/or the consequence values, i.e. changes the position of the risks in the matrices.
Furthermore, the costs of implementing the measures are considered to enable costeffectiveness and cost-benefit analysis. Since the number of criteria (benefit of risk reduction
and cost) is limited in the models, it is simple type of MCDA. However, since additional
criteria related to both positive and negative aspects of analysed safety measures easily can be
added to the models, we refer to them as MCDA models.
The main differences between the two models are how uncertainties are considered and how
the benefit of risk reduction is calculated. In the first model, discrete probability distributions
are used and the model is therefore named the discrete model. The second model is named the
beta model since Beta distributions are used to model uncertainties. A schematic description
of the main steps in the MCDA models and their relation to risk ranking are presented in
Figure 1.
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Basic approach for both models
1. Perform risk ranking and present the
results in one or several risk matrices.
2. Identify the most severe risks that need to
be reduced. This is based on the risk
ranking results and risk tolerability criteria.

Step specific to the
discrete model
All probability and
consequence estimates
are assigned
uncertainties using
discrete probability
distributions.

3. Identify possible risk-reduction measures.
4. For each measure identify affected
events. Estimate new probabilities and
consequences representing the situation
after the measure has been implemented.
Possible new risks that a measure may
introduce should also be identified and
assessed.

Step specific to the
beta model
The probability of not
achieving an acceptable
risk level is estimated for
each event and risk using
a Beta distribution.

5. The benefit of each measure is estimated
based on the total risk reduction. This is
done in different ways in the two models.
6. The probability of not achieving an
acceptable risk level for the target event
is estimated.
7. The cost of each measure is estimated.
Additional benefits and drawbacks linked to
each measure can also be included.
8. The results are presented in a
performance matrix including benefits,
costs, preference scores, risk levels and
the probability of not achieving an
acceptable risk level.

Figure 1

Schematic description of the two MCDA models. The steps common to the two models are presented
in the middle and at each side the step specific to each model is presented.

3.3.1 Basic approach
A key component in the models presented here is to estimate the risk and more specifically
the risk level changes (positive or negative) associated with a safety measure. Risk is
commonly described as a combination of the probability and the consequence of an undesired
event (AZ/NZS, 2004; IEC, 1995; Kaplan and Garrick, 1981; Kaplan et al., 2001). This
approach is applied here and the risk (R) caused by an event is
R  f ( p, c )

(1)

where p is the probability and c the consequence of a specific undesired event. The
probability and the consequence can be combined in different ways depending on how risk is
expressed in the specific application.
The discretised scales in risk ranking can be ordinal, i.e. comparative and only expressed as
high, medium, low, etc. Sometimes the classes are assigned values on an interval scale
representing the severity in relation to the other classes. Furthermore, the probability and
consequence values can be combined into a risk value expressed as a priority number. The
scales may be assigned values in different ways and alternative ways of calculating the risk
priority number exist. To include all relevant outcomes (i.e. very low as well as very high
probability/consequence) the scales are often not linear but rather of a logarithmic nature. A
possible and simple model for translating a set of classes (x = 1, 2,..., n) into values (vx) is
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vx  A x 1

(2)

where A is a factor determining the difference between the value of the classes. For example,
if a scale is divided into four classes and Equation (2) is used with A = 2, then the classes are
assigned values 1, 2, 4 and 8. When the risk is calculated and expressed as a risk priority
number, different weights can be given to the probability and the consequence, representing
the perception of the decision-maker. A possible equation for calculating the risk is
R  p a  cb

(3)

where a and b are weights determining how much each parameter contributes to the risk.
Since an undesired event (i) may cause more than one type of consequence we can rewrite
Equation (1) as

Ri  f  pi , ci1 , ci 2 ,..., cin 

(4)

where n different consequences are included. The probability of the event is considered to be
independent of the consequences and therefore only one probability is included in Equation
(4). Since there are n consequences, the total risk caused by an event (Ri) constitutes a set of n
risk levels (Rik, k = 1, 2,..., n). The change a measure (j) may achieve in risk type k related to
event i (∆Rjik) is
R jik  R0ik  R jik

(5)

where R0ik is the initial risk level before any measure is taken and Rjik is the residual risk after
measure j ( j  0 ) has been implemented. It is consequently the change in risk levels that is
calculated. Note that a risk level change can be positive or negative.
3.3.2 The discrete model
In the discrete model the probability and the consequence values are assigned uncertainties
and the benefit is calculated as a weighted sum of all reduced risk levels. A safety measure (j)
may affect a set of events (i) and for each event a set of risks (k) may be affected. The total
benefit of a measure ( u j ) is
u j   R jik wk
i

(6)

k

where ∆Rjik is the estimated risk reduction of measure j related to event i and risk k, and
wk ≥ 0 are weighting factors determining how much the reduction of each risk type (e.g.
quality risk or quantity risk) contributes to the total benefit.
Uncertainties in risk levels are considered by using discrete probability distributions to model
uncertainties of the true probability and consequence values. For example, if a consequence is
estimated to have a value of 2 (on an interval scale of 1, 2, 4 and 8), this is assumed to be the
most likely value but there is also a probability that the consequence is 1, 4 or 8. An example
of how discrete probability distributions can be defined is presented in Table 1. To facilitate
model application it is suggested that a set of probability distributions are defined representing
different levels of uncertainty about the probability and consequence values (Figure 2). The
idea is that when the model is used, the most likely value (y-axis in Figure 2) is first estimated
and afterwards a judgement is made regarding the level of uncertainty (x-axis in Figure 2)
associated with this estimate. The set of distributions should be adjusted to fit the specific
application and in addition to predefined distributions, it should be possible to define other
distributions if no proper match is found.
6

Table 1

Example of how discrete probability distributions for probability and consequence values can be
defined. All distributions have a normalised entropy value of 0.67.
Value
1
2
4
8

1
0.68
0.12
0.06
0.04

Probability of each value
2
4
0.19
0.09
0.70
0.12
0.12
0.70
0.09
0.19

8
0.04
0.06
0.12
0.68

In Figure 2, all distributions in the same column represent the same degree of uncertainty but
the most likely value differs. To be able to define distributions in such a consistent manner
information about the entropy can be used (e.g. Box et al., 2005; Jaynes, 1968). Also other
ways of expressing the uncertainty of the outcomes of discrete classes can be envisaged, see
e.g. Rosén and Gustafson (1996) and Rosenbaum et al. (1997). The entropy is maximised by
the uniform distribution. Hence, based on the number of classes in the discrete distribution (n)
the normalised entropy H of the discrete random variable V, here the probability or
consequence value (vx, x = 1, 2,..., n), is
H V     ln n 

1

n

 p  v  ln p  v 
x

x 1

where p(vx) ≥ 0 is the probability of the value being vx and

(7)

x



n
x 1

p  vx   1 . The normalised

entropy can attain a value between 0 and 1, and can be used to compare the uncertainty in
distributions with different n. A value of 1 represents maximum uncertainty. The distributions
in Table 1 all have a normalised entropy value of 0.67 and thus represents one column in
Figure 2.

Figure 2

Example of how a set of discrete distributions can be defined and used as a guide when estimating
the probability and consequence of undesired event.

By including uncertainties in the input data for the model, information on uncertainties in the
calculated benefit of safety measures can be obtained. By using information about
uncertainties it is possible to calculate the probability of not achieving an acceptable risk
level. A safety measure may affect several events but the target event (i = t) that the measure
7

is designed to reduce is most important. Therefore, the probability of the risk associated with
the target event (Rtk) being higher than the acceptable/critical level of risk k ( Rkc ), i.e.





P Rtk  Rkc , is calculated.
3.3.3 The beta model
In the Beta model the uncertainties are not assessed for each probability and consequence
value individually. Instead, the probability of achieving an acceptable risk level is directly
estimated based on uncertainties about the risk level after a measure has been implemented,
i.e. the final probability and consequence value. This probability is described using a Beta
distribution which is flexible, can attain a wide variety of shapes and is often used for
modelling uncertainties of proportions and probabilities, see e.g. Bedford and Cooke (2001).
The probability of achieving an acceptable risk level is included in the calculation of the
benefit since it is assumed that the greatest benefit is obtained when the risk is reduced to an
acceptable level. Hence, a risk reduced from an unacceptable to an acceptable level is
considered more beneficial compared to the same amount of risk reduction but where the final
risk still is unacceptable. Furthermore, it is assumed that all risks may not be considered
equally important, and that the risk reduction thus may be weighted. The total benefit of a
safety measure ( u j ) that affects a set of events (i) and for each event a set of risks (k) is
u j   R jik l jik wk
i

(8)

k

where ∆Rjik is the estiamted risk reduction of measure j related to event i and risk k, ljik
represents the probability of achieving an acceptable risk level and wk ≥ 0 are weighting
factors determining how much the reduction of each risk type contributes to the total benefit.
If there is an increase in the risk level, then ljik is the probability of not having an acceptable
risk. Consequently,

l if R  0
l jik   jik
l jik if R  0

(9)

where l jik is the probability of having an acceptable risk level and l jik the probability of not
having an acceptable risk level. In the remainder of the text we mainly refer to the case where
the risk is reduced when calculating the benefit, since this is most common. The Beta
distributions used to describe the probabilities ( l jik ) are defined based on two criteria: (i) the
most likely probability; and (ii) the uncertainties of this value. As in the discrete model, a set
of distributions can be used to facilitate the selection of a proper probability distribution
(Figure 3). It should of course be possible to define other distributions if no proper match is
found. The Beta density function with shape parameters α and β is defined as
f  x 

    

      

x 1 1  x 

 1

(10)

where Г is the gamma function, x ≥ 0 and α, β > 0. The shape parameters can, for example, be
estimated based on the number of positive and negative observations, α-1 and β-1
respectively. The sum of α and β represents the uncertainty in the distribution, i.e. a high
value indicates low uncertainty.

8

Figure 3

Example of how a set of Beta distributions can be defined and used as a guide when estimating the
probability of achieving an acceptable risk level.

For the target event (i = t) the probability l jtk is equivalent to the probability of the risk (Rtk)





being higher than the acceptable risk ( Rkc ), i.e. P Rtk  Rkc . As for the discrete model, this
information is used in the final evaluation of the safety measures.

3.3.4 Cost and other criteria
In addition to the benefit of risk reduction also the cost of implementing a safety measure is a
key criterion. Hence, the cost of each measure is included in the models to enable costeffectiveness and cost-benefit analysis (e.g. Levin and McEwan, 2001; Nas, 1996). The most
cost-effective measure is the one that meets the required effect/performance at the lowest cost.
In a complete cost-benefit analysis both costs and benefits are expressed in monetary units
and if the benefits exceed the costs the measure is beneficial.
In addition to the criteria presented above, several others related to, for example, consumer
trust, environmental effects and the time it takes to implement safety measures can be
included in the MCDA models. In general, the models include a set of criteria (m) used to
evaluating and comparing safety measures.

3.3.5 MCDA score
To facilitate a comparison of analysed safety measures an overall weighted preference score is
calculated based on each measure’s performance for the criteria. The overall preference score
of a measure (sj) is a weighted sum calculated as
s j   s jm qm

(11)

m

where sjm is the preference score for measure j for criterion m and qm ≥ 0 represent the weights
for the criteria and sum to 1. A measure is assigned scores based on its performance for each
criterion. For example, the benefit calculated using Equations (6) or (8) determines the
measures’ performance for the risk reduction criterion. The scores (sjm) are calculated by
normalising the calculated performances for each criterion. The score may thus attain a value
between 0 and 1, where 1 represents the best performance. To enable the calculation of sj, all
criteria need to be mutually preference independent, i.e. preference scores assigned to all
9

measures for one criterion are unaffected by the preference scores for the other criteria
(Keeney and Raiffa, 1993).
For both models presented here, a compensatory or a non-compensatory evaluation strategy
can be applied (Communities and Local Government, 2009). What approach is used depends
on if strong performance for one criterion may compensate for weak performance for one or
several other criteria. Hence, the decision-makers have to decide what strategy to be used. If a
non-compensatory strategy is used, critical performance levels are defined for one or several
criteria and measures not meeting the critical levels are disqualified.
The uncertainties of the MCDA results are calculated using Monte Carlo simulations to
provide additional decision support (e.g. Bedford and Cooke, 2001). This makes it possible to
calculate, for example, the probability of each measure having the highest score. The
probabilistic approach also enables an uncertainty analysis, where the major contributions to
the overall uncertainty of the analysis can be identified. This forms a basis for prioritising
further collection of information to get a more reliable prioritisation of safety measures.

3.3.6 Performance matrix
The results of the two MCDA models are presented in performance matrices. For each
measure the following information is presented: (1) the benefit of risk reduction; (2) the cost;
(3) the overall preference score; (4) initial and final risk levels for the target event; and (5) the
probability of not reaching an acceptable risk level for the target event (one probability for
each risk type). Information on initial and final risk levels is included since it may not be
necessary to reduce all risks to an acceptable level. An often used approach in risk evaluation
is the ALARP (As Low As Reasonably Practicably) principle (e.g. Melchers, 2001).
According to this approach a risk may be acceptable, i.e. can be left without further action,
unacceptable, i.e. must be reduced, or fall within the ALARP region (see e.g. Figure 4). A risk
within the ALARP region may be accepted if it is economically and/or technically
unreasonable to reduce it.
4. MODEL APPLICATIONS
4.1 Case study site
The MCDA models were applied to analyse possible safety measures for the drinking water
system in Bergen, Norway. The system supplies approximately 250,000 consumers and
includes five surface water sources (lakes) and the same number of treatment plants. In 2004 a
waterborne Giardia outbreak occurred in Bergen and up to 6,000 persons were infected. After
the outbreak an external evaluation committee recommended that a risk analysis should be
performed of the system from source to tap. A risk ranking with risk matrices were performed
(Røstum et al., 2009; Røstum and Eikebrokk, 2008) and the results were used as input for the
MCDA model applications presented here.
4.2 Risk ranking and MCDA
The risk ranking were based on a modified version of the Norwegian guidelines for risk and
vulnerability analysis of water supply systems (NFSA, 2006) and included elements of the
WSP approach and the principles of Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points (e.g.
Havelaar, 1994). Three risk types (Rk) were included, related to: (1) water quality, i.e. health
risks; (2) water quantity, i.e. supply interruptions; and (3) loss of reputation/economy. The
latter risk type was used to reflect the overall effect possible events may have on the water
utility organisation. For each undesired event one probability and three consequences were
10

estimated using scales divided into four classes (low, medium, high and very high). Each class
was defined in detail with respect to the actual probability or consequence it corresponds to.
The results were presented in three risk matrices, one for each risk type. In the matrices the
areas representing acceptable risk, unacceptable risk and the ALARP region were defined
according to Figure 4. All three risk matrices were defined in the same way.

Probability value

As part of the decision analysis the probability and consequence classes were assigned
numerical values and risk priority numbers were calculated. The probability and consequence
values were calculated using Equation (2) with factor A = 2. Hence, possible values were 1, 2,
4 or 8. The risk was calculated using Equation (3) with weights a = b = 1 (Figure 4). The
factor (A) and the weights (a and b) were selected so that the final risk priority numbers
corresponded the risk levels (acceptable, ALARP and unacceptable) defined in the previously
performed risk ranking.
8

8

16

32

64

4

4

8

16

32

2

2

4

8

16

1

1

2

4

8

1
2
4
8
Consequence value

Figure 4

Risk matrix with probability and consequence values and resulting risk values. The white, light grey
and dark grey represent acceptable risk (1-4), the ALARP region (8) and unacceptable risk (16-64)
respectively.

In total, 85 undesired events were identified and assessed. Four events that were unacceptable
with respect to at least one risk type were selected and used as target events: (1) intrusion of
contaminants in the distribution system during periods of low or no water pressure, causing
unacceptable water quality; (2) pipe break in the water mains due to wear or external forces,
causing water quantity and quality problems; (3) failure of UV disinfection due to power
failure, causing water quality problems; and (4) raw water scarcity due to a long drought,
causing water quantity problems.
Possible safety measures were identified for the four target events, see Table 2. Some
measures affect only the target event but others affect one or two other events that do not have
to be target events. For all affected events the expected probability and consequence values
representing the situation after the measures are implemented were estimated. For the discrete
model, the distributions in Table 1 were used when estimating probability and consequence
values. These distributions were considered as a reasonable starting point representing a
relatively high uncertainty. For the beta model, the probabilities of achieving acceptable risk
levels were modelled using the Beta distributions in Table 3. All distributions in Table 3 have
the same level of uncertainty, α + β = 42, and were considered a reasonable starting point.
Alternative sets of uncertainty distributions (Figures 2 and 3) were not used in this example.
For both models the Monte Carlo simulations were performed using 10,000 iterations.
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Table 2

Table 3

Possible safety measures for the four target events. For each measure it is specified what target
event it is designed for and the number of additional events, which do not have to be a target events,
the measure affects.
Ref.

Measure

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
2.1
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

Repair under pressure
Increase rehabilitation rate in the distribution network
Replace valves
New critical control point
More frequent recommendations for boiling
New pipeline
Monitor power supply
Increase UV capacity
Additional treatment barrier
Install system for uninterrupted power supply
Install emergency power supply
New reservoir
Repair leaks
Reduce water use
New raw water intake

Target
event no.
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4

No. of additional
events affected
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
0

Beta distributions for the probability of achieving an acceptable risk level. For all distributions
α + β = 42.
Risk priority Probability of acceptable risk
P05
P95
number Most likely
64
0.00
0.00
0.07
32
0.10
0.05
0.21
16
0.30
0.20
0.43
8
0.50
0.37
0.63
4
0.70
0.57
0.80
2
0.90
0.79
0.95
1
1.00
0.93
1.00





1
5
13
21
29
37
41

41
37
29
21
13
5
1

The benefit of risk reduction was calculated based on the assumption that the three risk types
(Rk , k = 1, 2, 3) were equally important. The criteria on risk reduction, including the three risk
types, and cost were also considered equally important. The reason for considering the risk
types and the two criteria equally important was to facilitate model evaluation and keep the
results as transparent as possible.
The costs for implementing the measures were estimated qualitatively as low, low/medium,
medium, medium/high or high. This kind of qualitative estimates may cause limitations since
it becomes harder to calculate, for example, benefit to cost ratios and use other optimisation
models. If possible, estimates of the costs in monetary units should thus be used to provide
more detailed information. It was, however, not possible quantify the costs in monetary units
in this application and this may be the situation also in other applications. In both models,
discrete probability distributions were used to model uncertainties about the true cost
categories (Table 4). The distributions in Table 4 all have a normalised entropy value of 0.63.
The relative difference between the cost categories high, medium/high, medium, medium/low
and low were considered to be equal and they were therefore translated into preference scores
0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1 respectively. By normalising the calculated benefits of risk reduction,
i.e. dividing with the highest value, they were translated into preference scores with the
highest value of 1.
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Table 4

Discrete probability distributions used to model uncertainties in the costs. All distributions have a
normalised entropy value of 0.63.
Cost
Low
Low/medium
Medium
Medium/high
High

Low
0.68
0.10
0.05
0.04
0.03

Probability of each cost category
Low/medium
Medium Medium/high
0.16
0.09
0.04
0.70
0.10
0.06
0.10
0.70
0.10
0.06
0.10
0.70
0.04
0.09
0.16

High
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.10
0.68

5. RESULTS
The performance matrices, Tables 5 and 6, summarise the case study results for the discrete
and the beta models. According to the discrete model, measure 1.2 (increased rehabilitation
rate) clearly has the highest benefit of the measures for target event 1 (contaminant intrusion),
see Table 5. One reason is that the measure affects three events (Table 2). However, measure
1.2 has a medium/high cost and the preference score is highest for measure 1.1 (repair under
pressure), which has a lower benefit but also a lower cost. For UV disinfection failure (target
event 3), measure 3.1 (monitor power supply) has the lowest benefit but also the lowest cost
and therefore the highest score (Table 5). In the discrete model the measures with the highest
score for target events 1, 3 and 4 do not reduce all risks to an acceptable level (Table 5). This
situation may arise if not critical levels of performance are defined and thus strong
performance for one criterion is allowed to compensate for weak performance for other
criteria. A non-compensatory approach can be applied by, for example, disqualifying
measures that do not reduce all risks to an acceptable level for the target event.
In the beta model the final risk level, or more precisely the probability of achieving an
acceptable risk, is included when the benefit is calculated. In the performance matrix (Table
6) it can be seen that the measure with highest score for each target event also reduce the risks
to an acceptable level. A comparison of the scores from the two models (Figure 5) shows that
measures reducing all target event risks to an acceptable level are ranked higher in the beta
model compared to the discrete model (measures 1.2, 2.1, 3.4, 3.5, 4.1 and 4.4).
The initial and final risk levels are included in the performance matrices to show whether the
risks are acceptable, within the ALARP region or unacceptable. For target event 1 we can in
Table 6 (the beta model) see that measure 1.2 has the highest score, reduces all risks to an
acceptable level but is also associated with the highest costs. Safety measures 1.1 and 1.4
(new critical control point) both have the second highest preference score, reduce the quality
risk to the ALARP region and are associated with the lowest cost. If it is not reasonable due to
technical and/or economic reasons to select measure 1.2, then measure 1.1 or 1.4 could be
selected based on the ALARP principle.
The diamonds, triangles and circles in the performance matrices show the most likely risk
levels (i.e. unacceptable, ALARP or acceptable) according to the definition in Figure 4. The
probability of not having an acceptable risk gives information about the uncertainty in the
final risk level. Hence, measures resulting in the same final risk levels can be compared using
this information (e.g. the quantity risk for measures 4.1 and 4.4 in Table 6).
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Table 5

Performance matrix for the discrete model including benefits (uj), costs and preference scores (sj)
for each measure (j). For the target events (t) the initial risk levels (R0tk) are presented as well as the
final risk levels (Rjtk) after measure j has been implemented. Also the probability of the final risk
being higher than the acceptable risk ( Rkc ) are presented. Diamonds represent unacceptable risks,
triangles represent risks within the ALARP region and circles represent acceptable risks.

Table 6

Performance matrix for the beta model including benefits (uj), costs and preference scores (sj) for
each measure (j). For the target events (t) the initial risk levels (R0tk) are presented as well as the
final risk levels (Rjtk) after measure j has been implemented. Also the probability of the final risk
being higher than the acceptable risk ( Rkc ) are presented. Diamonds represent unacceptable risks,
triangles represent risks within the ALARP region and circles represent acceptable risks.

Using information on final risk levels and costs, the measures can be analysed from costeffectiveness and cost-benefit perspectives. If it is required that all risks must be reduced to an
acceptable level, then the measure that fulfil this criterion at the lowest cost is most costeffective. For UV disinfection failure (target event 3), measures 3.4 and 3.5 (uninterrupted
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power supply and emergency power supply) both fulfil the criterion to the same cost and are
therefore equally cost-effective (Tables 5 and 6). For raw water scarcity (target event 4),
measures 4.1 and 4.4 (new reservoir and new raw water intake) both fulfil the criterion but 4.1
does it at the lowest cost and is thus most cost-effective.
If the measures are analysed from a cost-benefit perspective one is interested to see if the
benefits exceed the costs. Since neither the benefits nor the costs are expressed in monetary
units this analysis can only be done qualitatively here. A high benefit to a low cost is of
course preferred over a low benefit to a high cost. If both the benefit and cost is high or low, it
is more uncertain whether or not the measure results in a positive net benefit. From a costbenefit approach one could argue whether measures 1.1 with a relatively low benefit and a
low cost has a higher net benefit compared to measure 1.2 with a higher benefit but also to a
higher cost.
For target event 2 (pipe break in the water mains), only one measure was analysed (new water
main) and it can therefore only be compared to measures for other target events. The results
from the MCDA models should first of all be used to evaluate and compare measures
designed for the same target event. Since all target events included in this case study were
associated with at least one unacceptable risk, they all need to be reduced. However, since
resources for risk reduction are limited it may be necessary to also prioritise which measures
to implement first. This prioritisation can be based on what initial risk levels are considered to
be most severe, or by comparing the preference score of the selected measures.

Figure 5

Preference scores (sj) from the two MCDA models.

The scores presented in the performance matrices are expected values. Based on the
uncertainties of the preference scores the probability of each measure having the highest score
can be calculated. The histograms in Figure 6 show these probabilities for target events 1, 3
and 4. The histograms illustrate the difference between the scores with consideration to
uncertainties. For example, for target event 1 the probability of measures 1.1, 1.2 and 1.4 are
fairly similar in the discrete model, whereas measure 1.2 has clearly the highest score in the
beta model. It should be stressed that the histograms in Figure 6 include safety measures that
result in unacceptable risk levels. If only measures that reduce the risks to an acceptable or
ALARP level are included in the calculations, the results presented in Figure 7 are obtained.
For target event 1 only measure 1.5 is disqualified and the results in Figure 7 are similar to the
ones in Figure 6. For target events 3 and 4, the two models give similar results (Figure 7)
where measures 3.4 and 3.5 have probabilities close to 0.5 and measure 4.1 has a higher
probability than measure 4.4.
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Figure 6

Histograms showing the probability of each measure having the highest preference score for target
events 1, 3 and 4 (contaminant intrusion, UV disinfection failure and raw water scarcity
respectively). Note that all measures are included, also those resulting in unacceptable risk levels.

Figure 7

Histograms showing the probability of each measure having the highest overall preference score for
target events 1, 3 and 4 (contaminant intrusion, UV disinfection failure and raw water scarcity
respectively). All measures resulting in unacceptable risk levels are excluded.

If, for the discrete model, all measures not obtaining acceptable risk levels are disqualified,
then the two models give the highest score to the same measures in the performed case study.
If this approach is used, then the risk related to intrusion of contaminants in the distribution
network (target event 1) should be reduced by an increased rehabilitation rate (1.2). The risk
of UV disinfection failure (target event 3) should be reduced by installing a system for
uninterrupted power supply (3.4) or an emergency power supply (3.5), both are ranked
equally. The fourth target event, raw water scarcity, should be treated by installing a new
reservoir (4.1). For target event 2, pipe break in the water mains, a new pipeline is the only
suggested measure (2.1). These measures (1.2, 2.1, 3.4, 3.5 and 4.1) are also the ones that
should be selected if a cost-effectiveness approach is used and it is required that the risks must
be reduced to an acceptable levels. It should be noted that these results are based on the
classification, assumptions etc. made in this analysis. The final prioritisation may be different
if it is considered reasonable to leave some risks within the ALARP region or if a cost-benefit
approach is used.
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6. DISCUSSION
The two MCDA models differ in the way uncertainties are assessed and how the benefit of
risk reduction is calculated. Hence, whether the discrete or beta model should be used
depends mainly on: (1) what is considered to be the best way of handling uncertainties; and
(2) how the decision-maker perceives the benefit of risk reduction. Due to different ways of
calculating the benefit, measures reducing all risk to an acceptable level get a higher relative
score in the beta model compared to the discrete model. In both models the risk levels
presented in the performance matrices and the probability of the final risk level not being
acceptable can be used to disqualify measures not meeting predefined performance levels. It
is important to consider the ALARP region since the acceptance criteria in the matrices are
not free of uncertainties, and it may be acceptable to have risks within the ALARP region if is
unreasonable to reduce them due to technical and/or economic reasons.
The results of the two models allows for different types of evaluation and comparison. The
measures can, for example, be compared based on the preference score, critical performance
levels can be defined and the cost-effectiveness as well as cost-benefit aspects can be
considered. A compensatory or non-compensatory approach can also be applied and the
choice affects the results. What approach to use has to be decided by the decision-maker.
Furthermore, the weights reflecting the importance of the different risk types and criteria need
to be evaluated and defined to reflect the decision-makers’ view of the decision problem. In
addition to the criteria
The suggested MCDA models make it possible to analyse uncertainties in different ways. In
the result section the probability of not achieving an acceptable risk level and the probability
of each measure having the highest preference score are presented. These results were
calculated based on the uncertainties in input data and should be regarded as relative values.
Hence, these results can be compared within the analysis but cannot be compared to results
from other analyses. Although not done in the case study presented here, it is reasonable to
analyse how changes in model parameters such as the weights affects the prioritisation of
safety measures. Furthermore, by calculating rank correlation coefficients it is possible to
identify what input data that contribute most to the uncertainties in the results. This
information can be used to identify where additional information should be collected to most
effectively reduce the uncertainties in the results.
A set of probability distributions will most likely facilitate applications of the models
(Figures 2 and 3). To define distributions in a consistent manner the sum of the shape
parameters (α + β) can be used as a measure of uncertainty for the Beta distributions. For the
discrete distribution the normalised entropy can be used.
The MCDA results can be used to select which safety measure is most suitable for each target
event but also to prioritise which measure to implement first. It may be relevant to compare
combinations of measures and in such cases new measures including all effects and costs
should be defined and included in the analysis. The interaction between different safety
measures has to be considered since measures may, for example, affect the same events and
some measures may not be possible to combine. It is therefore not possible to simply add
together the risk reduction of separate measures.
The presented models provide a stepwise procedure that makes it possible to use risk ranking
to not only prioritise risks but also evaluate and compare possible safety measures and
consider uncertainties in a structured manner. The need of the developed models was
identified based on problems related to the drinking water sector but the need of more formal
handling of risk and uncertainty in MCDA is also emphasised in the literature. The presented
models provide approaches and techniques generally applicable within the field of MCDA
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and the outcomes include: (1) a stepwise procedure for prioritising safety measures; (2) two
approaches (beta and discrete) for modelling uncertainties; and (3) two techniques (the sum of
the shape parameters and the normalised entropy) for defining probability distributions with
the same degree of uncertainty.
The case study shows specifically how MCDA-based risk analysis techniques can be applied
within the drinking water sector. The models constitute tools that make it possible for water
utilities to assess risks to the entire drinking water system and prioritise water safety measures
so that available resources are used efficiently. This contributes to an efficient risk
management according to the WSP approach emphasised by the WHO.
Calculations for the MCDA models are easily performed using standard spreadsheet software
and an add-in software for running Monte Carlo simulations. The model descriptions and
applications presented in this paper show how to combine risk ranking and MCDA but the
basics of the models can be combined with any risk assessment as long as the risk-reduction
from possible measures can be estimated. Lindhe et al. (2011) present a similar approach
where a quantitative risk assessment method is combined with economic analysis and results
similar to the ones from the MCDA models are obtained.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusions of this study are:
- Evaluation of water safety measures may include several aspects which can be hard to
analyse in a structured manner. The models described here provide a stepwise
approach that makes it possible to evaluate and compare safety measures in a
transparent manner.
- Risk ranking can successfully be combined with MCDA. The presented MCDA
models provide two possible approaches for evaluating safety measures. Which model
should be used mainly depends on how one wants to include uncertainties and what
way of calculating the benefit of risk reduction is preferred. Both models can be
adjusted by assigning different weights to the included criteria.
- The results of the MCDA models can be evaluated using different approaches and it is
up to the decision-maker to select what approach is most suitable. Preference scores
should be analysed in combination with information on risk levels in order to avoid,
for example, too small risk reduction.
- By including uncertainties in the MCDA models the risk levels are not assumed to be
free of uncertainty, which is typically the case in risk ranking methods.
- The suggested models provide approaches and techniques for evaluating safety
measures and modelling uncertainties in MCDA that are not dependent on the
application domain. Furthermore, the case study relates the models to a real world
problem and shows how MCDA-based risk analysis techniques can be applied within
the drinking water sector.
- It should be stressed that MCDA models do not make decisions but provide decision
support based on the information and aspects included.
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